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Excess Leave see AR Permissive TDY Temporary Duty , which is non-chargeable and is only used while
traveling between stations while using their leave for government related purposes. The soldier's commander
pays IAW Army budget procedures. Leave Control Log What does the term "terminal leave" mean? If a
servicemember leaves the military without having used all his or her leave time, the unused days are paid for
at the member's regular rate of pay upon separation. To attend or participate in activities of semi-official
nature to the benefit of the Department of the Army DA 15 Can a four day pass be obtained during the week
such as Monday through Thursday? No, emergency leave is a chargeable leave granted for a personal or
family emergency requiring the soldier's presence. Leave is accumulated at the rate of 2. Block leave[ edit ]
Block leave refers to time when most or all of the unit takes leave at the same time as a "block". Yes 3 What is
the difference between an accrued leave and an advanced leave? Under 5 U. Leave in excess of 60 days is
known as "Use or Lose": if the servicemember does not use the excess leave by October 1 the beginning of the
new fiscal and training year , he or she will lose it this was extended from 60 days to 75 from June 27, [8] until
30 September [9]. Five or more days off must be deducted as leave. What Army Regulation covers leaves and
passes? Emergency leave which is processed more quickly due to an emergency situation but still treated as
chargeable leave. Commonly, block leave time is allowed during the summer and Christmas holidays, and
before and after deployments. Leave and passes[ edit ] Leave and passes are terms to describe days off work.
Conversely, though the situation is less common, pay will be deducted as excess leave on separation if too
many days were taken. AR 2 Can a three day pass be given during the normal duty week such as Tuesday
through and Thursday? A pass is a individuals privilege not a right awarded to deserving soldiers by their
commanders 6 What is the Form DA Form R? A typical weekend day off is also known as a regular pass. A
four day pass must include two non-duty days 16 When is emergency leave authorized? Up to four
consecutive days off can be either leave days or pass days. No, soldiers may not use PTDY in combination
with ordinary leave. Although passes may be taken for up to 4 days, 3 day passes are granted on most
occasions. A physician must approve 10 What is the difference between an annual ordinary leave and a
convalescent leave? No Is administrative absence chargeable as leave? Department of Justice, F. Convalescent
leave which is non-chargeable and only allowed with a doctor's signature that states the servicemember cannot
return to duty for an extended period of time. Entitlement[ edit ] Under normal circumstances, all personnel
are granted 30 days of leave per year. Sponsored advertisement:.


